Weekly Plan 5/4
Weekly Teams Meeting: Thursday 5/7 @11:30

Day

Assignment

Monday
14 points

Toilet Tap

Tuesday
12points

Day of the Dead

Wednesday
15 points

Software for 16
minutes and complete
software assignment.
Class meeting to
review the week’s
work. Complete the
meeting notes by
typing in information
we talked about.
Software for 16
minutes and complete
software assignment

Thursday
15 points

Friday
15 points

Name:

Date:

Brochure

Day of the Dead
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Part 2

Part 3

Are you looking for a different kind of vacation this year? Are you longing
for more than a few days at the beach? Would you like a more personal view
of life in another country? Then come experience the culture of Mexico.
Celebrate a tradition. Join in the feasting and fun!
Each year the people of Mexico celebrate life by observing the Day of
the Dead. The holiday comes in early November. In some ways it is like
Halloween. But this American holiday makes death seem scary. In contrast,
the Day of the Dead is a happy celebration. The Mexican people believe that
death is part of life. In fact, the native people believed that the souls of the
dead return to Earth every year. They come to spend time with their living
relatives. That belief is the root of this holiday as it is observed today.
The Day of the Dead is celebrated on November 1 and 2. But come early.
For several weeks beforehand, stores and bakeries all over Mexico are
filled with special treats. You’ll see breads with candy skeletons on top.
People decorate the graves of their relatives. Families decorate their homes
to welcome the spirits of their departed loved ones. Bright flowers are
plentiful. Candles are lit to help the dead find their way home. Photographs
and candy shaped like skulls are part of the decorations. Incense fills the air.
Families prepare special foods that their relatives enjoyed in life. Certain
towns have festivities that you won’t want to miss.
As you travel about the country, you’ll see that many areas of Mexico
have their own ways of celebrating the Day of the Dead. Each is unique and
meaningful. Plan to take a boat ride to the island of Janitzio in Pátzcuaro
Lake. Join in the music and folk dances that are part of the celebration. As the
festivities wind down, families will spend the night near the graves of their
loved ones, singing and chanting. After dark the fishermen gather in their
rowboats. Their torches light up the lake. That’s a sight you won’t want to miss.
Another “must see” is the town of Mixquic, just southwest of Mexico
City. On the Day of the Dead, a procession moves through the village. At its
head is a cardboard coffin. The villagers proceed to the cemetery, where they
hold a candlelight vigil.
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Part 5

Near Oaxaca you can visit colorful markets. Local artists take part
in a contest. They create sand tapestries. These are beautiful pictures
“painted” with colored sand. The pictures feature symbols of the
holiday. Later a nighttime procession creates a festive atmosphere.
Perhaps you’ll decide to visit Merida. People there celebrate the
holiday with a seasoned chicken dish that is prepared in banana leaves.
The meal is enjoyed by the living. Those who eat it believe that their
departed family members share in the meal as well!
If possible, squeeze in a visit to Chiapa de Corzo. There the holiday
celebration features live music. The cemetery is decorated with
candles, flowers, and bright ribbons. Families gather to celebrate the
return of their loved ones.
Come enjoy the sights, smells, tastes, and sounds of this unique
Mexican celebration. Make your reservations now! Of course, you
won’t be able to see all of these places in two days. So you’ll just have
to plan to return every year to celebrate the Day of the Dead.
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